ZEGUL ARROW PLAY MV

ABOUT ARROW PLAY MV
Arrow Play MV is a performance sea kayak, developed specially for maneuvering and Playing in
the sea. It is also an excellent kayak for day trips and longer overnight getaways. The hull has
signiﬁcant rocker and volume in the bow to avoid diving when riding down the wave. The midsection has a slightly rounded proﬁle making it very smooth form edge to edge. This combined
with the hard chines make the Play a joy to paddle whether you enjoy the rough stuﬀ or just
want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your moves.
We have spent hundreds of hours with development, research and testing the Play MV model.
Now the Play has proven to be very popular sea kayak over Scandinavia. We have redesigned
the deck and bow making the deck look smoother with softer lines; especially the front deck has
a lower appearance and will catch less wind. The deck line outﬁtting has been made more
practical and the overhang in the bow has been lowered and extended. The key selling point for
the Play MV is versatility – it ﬁts wide range of paddlers in almost all skill levels. It is stable
without sacriﬁcing maneuverability and speed. Storage capacity, then gave it a keyhole cockpit
for easier entrance and exit.
See the review HERE

FEATURES
Material

Composite

PCS

No

Length

517 cm (17′)

Width

53,5 cm (21″)

volume

No

Capacity Approx

150 kg (331 lbs)

Cockpit

81 x 41,5 cm (31½” x 16¼” )

Weight A-Core

24 kg (53 lbs)

Weight 3D C-Core

21 kg (46 lbs)

Weight Full Carbon

17 kg (37 lbs)

Storage: Front

24 cm (10″)

Storage: Rear

44 x 26 cm (17″ x 10¼”)

Storage: Day hatch

20 cm (8″)

Storage: Mini-box

15 cm (6″)

Rudder/SKEG

Skeg

Purpose

play boating

Sprayskirt size

L: 87.5 x 51.5 cm (34½" x 20½")

AVAILABLE IN THESE COLORS

STANDARD FEATURES
Skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES
3D C-Core
A-Core

Full Carbon

